
From Spot to 
Area Printing 
3D metal printing has never been 
a cost-competitive method of 
production compared to traditional 
manufacturing—until now.



What’s slowing AM down today?
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Why high cost is slowing down 
the 3D printing adoption rate

Additive Manufacturing (AM) offers many advantages over conventional manufacturing methods: flexibility, design 

freedom, and enhanced product performance. It’s no wonder that AM has been embraced for high-end and highly 

complex applications. 

As of today, there are a limited number of profitable and serial production AM applications which can be found in 

the energy, medical, as well as the aerospace sectors. Besides those high-end industries, the technology has reached  

limited adoption rates. The main reason is neither due to lack of knowledge or poor performance of the technology, 

but rather it lays in the high total cost of ownership. Todays established metal AM technologies such as Laser 

Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) and Electron Beam Melting (EBM) cost between 1-2 $/cm³. To be competitive with 

traditional serial manufacturing, the cost must be reduced by more than a factor of 10 to less then 0.1 $/cm³.

Comparison of Seurat’s Area Printing™ against incumbent metal AM technologies. 

Current metal AM systems are too slow and expensive to gain meaningful production business.   

AREA PRINTING ™
From Seurat

L-PBF
Laser-Powder 
Bed Fusion

DED
Directed-Energy 
Deposition

BINDER JETTING

FEATURE SIZE: 100µm
LAYER THICKNESS:   25-50µm
SPEED: up to 3.0 kg/hr
BED SIZE: 450 mm 

2024 2027 2030’s 

FEATURE SIZE: 100-500 µm
LAYER THICKNESS:   25-75 µm
SPEED: 0.1 to 2 kg/hr
BED SIZE: up to 800 mm

FEATURE SIZE: 1,000 to 2,000 µm
LAYER THICKNESS: 500 to 6,000 µm
SPEED: 1 to 6 kg/hr
BED SIZE: 1 to 5 m

FEATURE SIZE: 1,000 um
LAYER THICKNESS: 30 to 200 µm
SPEED: 0.3 to 3 kg/hr
BED SIZE: 400 x 250 x 200mm

75µm 
25-75µm
up to 30 kg/hr
1-2m 

25-50µm
10-100µm
300-1,700 kg/hr
2-10m

100-500 µm
25-100 µm
0.1 to 4 kg/hr
Up to 1.2 m

750 to 5,000µm
500 to 6,000µm
0.75 to 15kg/hr
1 to 7 m

~500um
30 to 200µm
.3 to 5 kg/hr
600 x 500 x 350mm

100-500 µm
25-100 µm
0.1 to 5 kg/hr
Up to 1.2 m

500 to 10,000µm
500 to 8,000µm
0.5 to 30kg/hr
1-10 m

~500um
30 to 200µm
.3 to 8 kg/hr
~1 m
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Increasing productivity in 
today's metal AM technologies 
has its limits
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With today’s metal AM, the largest segment of cost allocation is processing, which accounts for about 70% of cost-

per-part. To reduce cost-per-part, AM machine manufacturers typically have two approaches: some develop 

systems with higher productivity, or others optimize the machine cost to decrease depreciation. 

Improvements in productivity are mainly achieved by increasing the number of lasers or larger build platforms. 

Increasing the number of laser sources has its physical and economical limits. Each additional laser source adds 

complexity and risk of failure due to miss-calibration or miss functionality of one element. Also, each laser source 

requires a scanner unit which adds significant cost. Scanners are highly complex systems which require exact 

calibration and dedicated heat management to work accurately. When build platforms are increased, multiple laser 

sources are necessary in order to cover the complete powder bed which adds to the complexity due to overlapping 

scanning fields. Build platforms are also limited in size due to gas flow management. A key element of the L-PBF 

process is an evenly controlled gas flow across the whole powder bed to avoid spatter and reduce shielding effects 

of the laser beam. Gas flow management becomes more challenging as the size of the powder bed increases.

Cost allocation for 
traditional manufacturing

Cost allocation for
metal Additive Manufacturing (AM)

Processing

Material

Labor

Source: Indicative analysis by AMPOWER
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A truly innovative approach 
to serial production.



Two million points of light 
building high density parts

Conventional laser spot melting process in L-PBF
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So, why don’t L-PBF suppliers simply replace the laser 

spots with a laser projector? The answer lays in the 

immense amount of energy that is needed to melt 

metal. Metal printers focus 200-1,000W on a single 

spot of 80-100 µm diameter. Todays L-PBF systems 

use a continuous wave (cw) laser source and achieve 

the short interaction time through a scanning device, 

which moves the laser spot across the metal powder 

bed.

Instead of a cw laser source, Seurat’s Area PrintingTM 

technology utilizes a pulsed IR laser, with a single 

pulse per area. Pulsed laser systems generate much 

higher peak laser power but only emits in very short 

pulses, with incredible power and energy scalability, 

achieving printing of a whole area at once instead of a 

single focus spot. The Area PrintingTM technology 

goes through multiple steps of shaping the laser first 

into a square field and then into a patterned field. 

This last step is the true innovation of the technology. 

By overlaying the laser beam with a patterned blue 

light emitted by a conventional projector, a so called 

optically addressable light valve (OALV) polarizes the 

laser beam according to the blue light overlap. This 

way, a patterned laser field is generated which melts 

the whole projected area at once.
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TOP: Conventional L-PBF Spot Printing
BOTTOM: Area Printing from Seurat Technologies
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Manual powder handling in L-PBF today





About Seurat
Seurat has built the only 3D metal printing process that can compete with the
volumes, quality, and price points of traditional manufacturing. In addition,
Seurat’s technology will help offset carbon emissions and is helping the world
achieve net-zero emissions by 2050. Seurat is the only Additive Manufacturing
Technology that can scale to meet the production rate, quality, and economic
targets demanded by conventional manufacturing. 

Please contact us to learn more.

info@seurat.com
seurat.com


